It has been suggested that breaking camouflage is one of the major functions of stereopsis (Julesz, 1971). In this study, we found that stereopsis is less effective in breaking camouflage for moving targets than for static ones. Observers were asked to detect a single dot moving on a straight trajectory amidst identical noise dots in random motion. In the three-dimensional (3D) condition, the noise dots filled a cylindrical volume 5.7 cm in height and diameter; the trajectory signal dot moved on an oblique 3D trajectory through the center of the cylinder. In the two-dimensional (2D) control condition, observers viewed one half-image of the 3D cylinder binocularly. Surprisingly, trajectory detection in the 3D condition was only slightly better than in the 2D condition. Stereoscopic tuning for motion detection was also measured with a novel target configuration in which the random motion noise was presented in two depth planes that straddled the fixation plane where the trajectory target was presented. As the disparity between the noise planes and the fixation plane was increased, trajectory detection improved, reaching a peak between 6 and 12 arcmin, and then declining to the 2D level at larger disparities, where the noise became diplopic. Similar tuning measurements were made for detecting a static pattern, a string of five aligned dots presented in the fixation plane between two planes of static noise dots. Adding disparity to the noise planes produced a far greater improvement in static detection than in motion detection, for a comparable range of disparities (1.5-12 arcmin). We speculate that the temporal characteristics of the stereo system are not well suited for responding to moving targets, with the result that stereo does not greatly enhance motion detection in noise. © 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd.
INTRODUCTION
In the natural world, a major problem for a predator is detecting its prey against the background landscape of rock and vegetation. The prey that successfully mimics its surroundings will survive to propagate its camouflaging markings. Mimicry only works as camouflage if the prey remains quite still, since relative motion allows the predator to distinguish the sought object from its background. Relative disparity also differentiates features from their obscuring backgrounds. Indeed, Julesz (1971) suggested that one of the important functions of stereopsis was to break camouflage. Pettigrew (1990) noted that stereopsis served a special function in breaking camouflage since neither prey nor predator had to move in order for the prey to be detected. Modern humans seldom use stereopsis or motion to obtain dinner. Nevertheless, their stereo and motion processing capabilities provide them with excellent information for segmenting objects from a background of similar textures and patterns. Pettigrew's comment implies that stereo is primarily useful for static observers. However, there could be a synergy between motion and stereopsis with information from one system being used to disambiguate information in the other system (Maloney & Landy, 1989; Landy et al., 1995) . Johnston et al. (1994) found that the presence of even weak motion information corrected the errors in estimating shape arising from stereo information alone. Similarly, stereo information could correct or improve motion information. For example, in interpreting optic flow, it is important to distinguish the translational component of the flow information from the rotational component generated by the oculomotor system. In flow fields, the motions of nearby points contain relatively large translational components, so the stereo system could provide information about the relative distance of points which would be useful in assessing the rotational component. To the contrary, Ehrlich et al. (1996) found 2047 2048 S.P. MCKEE et al. that heading judgments were no better for threedimensional flow fields, with a simulated rotational component, than for two-dimensional fields with the same simulated rotation.
In this study, we examined whether stereo information improves the detection of a moving target presented in the midst of motion noise. Using two-dimensional displays, demonstrated that motion in a consistent direction was sufficient to distinguish a target dot from similar noise dots moving in random directions (Brownian motion). Subjects identified which of two intervals contained a single dot moving on a straight trajectory through the motion noise. Although detection was quite good at low-to-moderate noise densities, performance fell to chance at high densities. Would performance improve if the dense noise were distributed into a three-dimensional volume, thereby reducing its effective density?
The effective density in three dimensions depends on the representation of space in the human visual system. If space were represented isotropically, then distributing the noise into a volume should produce a profound improvement in target detection. There is, however, considerable evidence that the third (z-axis) dimension is coarsely represented when compared to the resolution for the x and y dimensions (Stevenson et al., 1989; Tyler, 1991; McKee et al., 1990) . In this study we asked the following questions: does stereopsis improve the detection and identification of moving features? If so, how do its beneficial effects for moving targets compare to the same effects for static targets?
METHODS

General experimental strategy
In all of these experiments, the observer was asked to identify which of two temporal intervals contained a specified pattern of dots embedded in noise. To force the observer to respond on the basis of this specified pattern, rather than other co-varying dimensions, the noise was constructed so that it resembled the "signal" pattern in many respects. For example, the "signal" for the motion studies was a single bright dot that hopped in apparent motion with the same step size and frame rate as the noise dots, and thus its motion was indistinguishable from the motions of the noise dots on the basis of any pair of frames. The only difference between signal and noise was that the signal dot moved in a consistent direction on every frame while the noise dots changed direction every frame. A similar approach was used for the static targets. The "signal", in this case, was a collinear string of five evenly spaced dots, embedded in noise composed of pairs of dots, each pair separated by the same distance as the dots in the string. The local luminance cues produced by the regular spacing of dots in the signal string would *Angular subtense is inversely proportional to the viewing distance, whereas angular disparity is inversely proportional to the square of the viewing distance.
likely be confounded with similar luminance cues produced by pairing the noise dots.
Moving targets
The motion display consisted of a stereoscopically defined cylinder sparsely filled with bright noise dots moving in random apparent motion (see top of Fig. 1) ; the diameter of the cylinder was 5.7 cm (3.3 deg at the 1 m viewing distance), and the length was varied parametrically. On every frame, each noise dot hopped a fixed step in a direction chosen at random from a sphere of possible directions, thereby creating Brownian motion in three dimensions. Since a given angular unit measured on the z-axis (binocular disparity) represents a much larger physical distance in three-dimensional (3D) space than the same unit on the x-or y-axes (simple angular subtense)*, step size was defined in centimeters in 3D space, rather than arc minutes, to equate the contributions of the x, y and z components.
For all motion experiments, the frame rate was 50 Hz, and the step size was 0.24 cm per frame, equal to a speed of 12cm/sec for all dots in the display. Owing to technical limitations, the maximum number of noise dots that could be generated in each 20 msec frame was 200. The step size of 0.24 cm was chosen because trajectory detection was quite hard at the highest possible noise density (200 noise dots), but was relatively easy in sparse noise, allowing us some range for experimental manipulation. Smaller step sizes (slower speeds) were not much affected by the densest noise, and larger step sizes (faster speeds) were hard to detect even in sparse noise.
The test dot moved in a consistent direction along one of eight oblique 3D trajectories chosen at random. The trajectories were presented within a three-dimensional region in the middle of the display and were constrained to move across the fixation plane symmetrically. Imagine a cube, 2.55 cm on a side, in the middle of the threedimensional noise cylinder. The trajectory dot moved, either forward or back, along an oblique path connecting a rear corner of the imaginary cube with a front corner. To obscure the trajectory location further, a vertical and/ or horizontal displacement, chosen at random from a range of + 0.75 cm, was added to the starting position on every trial. As described below, the stereoscopic appearance of the display was created by manipulating the relative disparity of the dots in the two stereoscopic half-images that were shown separately to each eye. For the two-dimensional (2D) control experiments, both eyes were shown the same "half-image", so that motions of both the signal and noise dots were compressed into a single frontoparallel plane.
Stereo tuning experiments
Measurements with static displays were used only for comparison to the stereo tuning results obtained from the motion experiments. In the stereo tuning experiments for both moving and static targets, the noise dots were either confined to a single plane in front of or behind the fixation plane, or presented in two planes that straddled the fixation plane symmetrically. The test target was also confined to a single plane--the fixation plane; it had no zaxis component. The spacing between the static dots was either 0.24 cm (8.2 arcmin), equal to the step size used for the apparent motion displays, or 0.64 cm (21.8 arcmin).
The static test target--the string of five aligned dots--was presented in one of two oblique orientations, chosen at random. The string was drawn at a randomly selected location within a square region 1.5 cm on a side, centered in the noise; the string could extend beyond this square region if the initial position of the first dot happened to fall near the edge of the test region. The lateral positions of half the static noise dots were chosen randomly; the other member of each noise pair was then positioned at a fixed distance from its mate, randomly at one of the same two oblique orientations as the test string.
Apparatus and procedures
The stimuli for these experiments were generated by an Amiga 3000 computer on the screens of two X-Y Hewlett-Packard monitors (Model 1332A) set at right angles to one another. The monitors were equipped with a P4 phosphor. The images on the screens were superimposed by a beam-splitting pellicle. Oriented polarizers in front of the two screens and the observer's eyes were arranged so that each eye saw the image on only one screen. For the 2D control experiments, a polarizer was placed in front of the box holding the pellicle and oriented so that both eyes would see the same screen, the screen previously seen only by the left eye. To determine the space-averaged luminance of the dots, a matrix of non-overlapping dots (1.6 min arc spacing), presented at the same frame rate as the displays, was measured with a Minolta luminance meter through the pellicle and polarizers; the measured luminance was 6 cd/m ~. The background luminance was immeasurable with this device. The room where the experiments were performed was darkened, but fluorescent illumination from adjacent rooms coming through doorways kept the ambient illumination at a mesopic level adequate for reading; furniture in the room was clearly visible.
For the 3D experiments, the observer viewed a binocular fixation pattern composed of four small corner brackets that defined an implicit square 120 arcmin on a side. A pair of vertical nonius lines, each visible to only one eye, were presented in the center of the square. When the nonius lines appeared aligned, the observer pressed a button to initiate a trial, consisting of the two test intervals, one containing signal plus noise, and the other noise alone. The nonius lines were not visible during the test intervals. For some conditions, the nonius lines were replaced with a single bright fixation point; the results were the same as with the nonius lines so data from the two fixation arrangements were summed together. Each interval was 300 msec in duration and the time between the intervals was 440 msec. The observer pressed one of two buttons to indicate which interval contained the signal, and received error feedback. An experimental session consisted of 96 trials. All of the data points shown in the graphs are based on at least two experimental sessions. For each test condition, the percentage of correct responses from an experimental session was transformed into d' units, and then averaged with other similar data to obtain an estimate of signal detectability; the error bars in the graphs represent ± 1 standard deviation for points based on two such sessions or ± 1 standard error for points averaged from a larger number of sessions.
Observers
Three of the five co-authors served as observers in these experiments. All three were very experienced in psychophysical experiments, and had good stereopsis. They wore optical corrections as needed for optimum image clarity at the 1 m viewing distance.
RESULTS
Detecting a trajectory in three dimensions
The first experiment compared trajectory detection for a moving dot presented in the midst of the threedimensional cylinder filled with noise dots, to detection when both eyes viewed one half-image of the same cylinder (2D). As the results at the bottom of Fig. 1 show, detection declined with increasing noise density. Generally, detection was better in the 3D condition than in the 2D condition, but the improvement produced by the stereo configuration was slight. Puzzled by the negligible improvement in the 3D condition, we examined whether the characteristics of the test target motion were themselves degrading detection. Note that the trajectory dot moved in depth across the fixation plane. It was possible that observers either had difficulty detecting motion-in-depth in the midst of substantial noise, or difficulty detecting trajectory motion anywhere except in the fixation plane. As a control, we compared detection for a trajectory dot moving in depth (3D) to detection for a trajectory dot confined to the fixation plane (2D), when each was presented in three-dimensional noise (100 noise dots). When the target was presented in the fixation plane, it moved at a slower speed, i.e., the speed associated with the 2D projection of the oblique trajectory (0.17 cm/ sec = 5.7 deg/sec). Despite this change in speed, there was no difference in performance (see Table 1 ) for these two types of trajectories. In angular units, the length of the cylinder corresponded to about 12 arcmin of disparity. This length was chosen to guarantee that both the front and rear ends of the cylinder fell within foveal fusion limits, but the resulting disparity range may have been too small to lower the effective noise density. In the next experiment, the length of the cylinder was varied parametrically. Once again, detection in the three-dimensional conditions was somewhat better than two-dimensional detection, but increases in the cylinder length had no systematic effect on performance (Fig. 2) . In Fig. 3 , we show data averaged over all observers and all cylinder lengths. There is clearly a difference between the 2D and 3D conditions, but the 3D improvement is surprisingly small, amounting to about 0.5 d' at all noise levels.
Disparity tuning of moving targets
Our results imply that stereopsis is not very useful for motion pattern detection. However, the conventional paradigm for demonstrating the camouflage-breaking aspects of stereopsis is quite different from our experimental procedure. Typically, observers are shown a static two-dimensional display in which a hidden figure is embedded in an identical background (Julesz, 1971) . Given a small disparity with respect to the background, the hidden figure becomes highly visible; it stands out in depth from the plane of the background. In our display, the target is not presented in a single plane located in front of the noise elements, but instead is embedded in the noise. In our next experiment, the noise (200 dots in random motion) was presented in a single plane either in front of or behind the fixation plane where the trajectory test dot was displayed. The disparity separating the noise plane from the signal plane was varied in discrete experimental blocks. For this transparent ("lacy") noise plane, target detection was equally good whether the target was in front or behind, so the data from both conditions were summed together.
As shown in Fig. 4 , trajectory detection improved as the disparity of the single noise plane increased up to 6 arc min, where detection was nearly perfect. With further increases in noise disparity, detection declined, reaching the 2D level (the hatched region at the bottom of each graph) at a disparity of about 50 arcmin.* At this large disparity, the noise plane had exceeded the fusion range, and appeared diplopic. We also measured detection when the noise was divided into two depth planes (100 dots in each plane) that straddled the fixation plane symmetrically. The data for this two-plane condition are shown in the same graphs with the one-plane data. Dividing the noise into two planes produced a consistent decrement in performance when compared to the single *The 2D performance in this tuning experiment is below the comparable 2D values for the cylinder experiments. The step size of the 2D motion was smaller in the cylinder experiments, because observers viewed one half-image of the cylinder, or the projection of the speeds of both trajectory and noise dots. In the tuning experiments, all the dots moved in planes, so the step size for 2D and 3D conditions was the same (8.2 rain). Previous studies of 2D motion have shown that the effect of a given noise density depends on step size (or speed). Note that the change in speed associated with a shift from motion-in-depth to motion in the plane did not affect trajectory detection in 3D noise (see Table 1 ). noise plane condition (Fig. 4) . Nevertheless, the stereo tuning for the two conditions was similar, suggesting that the single and double plane conditions reflect the same mechanism.
The difference between the one and two plane conditions can be explained by Richards' model of stereo processing. By analogy with color vision, Richards (1971) suggested that disparity might be encoded by three coarsely tuned, overlapping mechanisms that responded selectively to crossed, uncrossed and zero disparity (see Fig. 5 ). Subsequently, this coarse coding model was modified to incorporate the idea that different scales respond to different disparity ranges (Richards & Kaye, 1974; Tyler, 1975; Marr & Poggio, 1979; DeAngelis et al., 1991; Smallman & MacLeod, 1994) .
Given the overlap between these putative mechanisms, targets falling in the fixation plane will generally stimulate all three types of mechanisms. As the single noise plane is moved away from the fixation plane in disparity, it will stimulate only two of the three types, e.g. crossed and fixation plane mechanisms. At yet larger disparities, it may stimulate only one type of mechanism. Therefore, there will be little or no noise in at least one of these disparity mechanisms, e.g. fixation plane and/or uncrossed mechanisms, and the signal produced by the trajectory target in the fixation plane could be easily detected as different from the noise alone. As the disparity of the noise exceeds the disparity range of the crossed or uncrossed mechanisms, the diplopic noise signals presumably default to the fixation plane, producing a condition much like 2D viewing. In the two-plane condition, the noise is presented symmetrically around the fixation plane, so the trajectory signal is "trapped" since only the fixation plane mechanism can respond differentially to its presence. Moreover, the degree of overlap of the putative disparity-sensitive mechanisms almost guarantees that the noise dots will also stimulate the fixation plane mechanism. The signal-to-noise ratio is necessarily lower for the two-plane condition, so the trajectory dot is weakly detected compared to the oneplane noise condition.
The 3D tuning function may explain our results with the depth cylinders. The observer is trying to distinguish between the motion signals generated by the trajectory target plus the noise, and those generated by the noise alone. When the noise dots are presented within a threedimensional volume, many noise dots will still fall within the broad disparity range of the mechanism responding to the fixation plane; only noise dots that are outside the disparity range of the fixation plane mechanism diminish the effective noise density. Therefore, the difference between the signal and noise intervals is not much greater in the 3D condition than in the 2D condition. This explanation might seem improbable for the very long (17 cm) cylinder results. In angular disparity units, this cylinder is about 36 arcmin long (+18 min), a value close to the upper limit of the disparity range for two planes shown in Fig. 4 , and well beyond the peak sensitivity. Points distant from the fixation plane cause almost as much masking as points near the fixation plane, so increasing the length of the cylinder produces little benefit.
Static disparity tuning
How does the disparity tuning for moving targets compare to the tuning for static targets? As described in the Methods section, we asked observers to detect a static string of five aligned dots presented in the fixation plane; the static noise, consisting of paired dots, was presented in two depth planes that straddled the fixation plane as in the two-plane motion condition. To equate the moving and static conditions, we made the spacing between the static dots the same as the step size (the distance hopped on each frame) for the moving targets. We also increased the noise density for the static condition to 200 dots to produce nearly the same 2D detection level.
As shown in Fig. 6 , disparity tuning for the static pattern is similar in shape to the tuning for the moving pattern, but static detection benefits far more than motion detection from presenting the noise planes with a moderate disparity. Static detection is nearly perfect when 6 arcmin of disparity separates the noise planes from the plane where the signal string is presented and is far superior to motion detection for the parallel condition. One explanation for this difference between the static and moving conditions is that the motion signal depends on a coarser scale than the static signal. The noise density for the moving condition is half that for the static condition, yet the 2D detection is equal for the two conditions--a possible indication that the motion mechanism is summing the noise over a larger region. On the other hand, there is no obvious reason why a coarse scale mechanism should be less sensitive than a fine scale mechanism, if the noise were moved sufficiently far in TWO DEPTH PLANES depth from the signal plane. As suggested by the diagram in Fig. 5 , the peak of the disparity tuning function might shift to a larger disparity value, but the signal should be as easily detected by the coarse scale. Clearly, our data do not support these predictions. For one subject, we repeated the static measurements with a larger spacing (21.8 arcmin) between the dots in the signal string and in noise pairs. Signal detection for the larger spacing was more sensitive to noise than detection at the smaller spacing; 100 noise dots reduced the 2D detection of the signal string almost to chance (£> symbols in Fig. 6 ). The 3D tuning measurements for the larger spacing were also made with the lower noise density (100 dots). Thus, the noise density for this coarse static condition is the same as the noise density for the moving condition. Still, when the noise planes are moved sufficiently far away from the fixation plane, signal detection rises to nearly the same level as detection for the smaller static spacing. And, consistent with our prediction for a coarse scale, the peak shifts to 12 arcmin of disparity. Thus, static pattern detection receives more benefit from stereo disambiguation than does motion pattern detection. DISCUSSION Motion, by itself, is so effective in breaking the camouflage of static surroundings that it may seem inconsequential whether or not stereo contributes to its visibility. However, once the surroundings are in motion, as in the case of a flow field generated by the motion of the observer, a moving object can be masked by its surroundings. In these circumstances, stereopsis might be useful in segmenting the object from its background. Our results show that the visibility of a moving feature in front of a moving background is indeed enhanced by stereopsis, but that stereo does not improve detection much for features moving within dense surroundings, such as our noise-filled cylinders.
Our tuning results indicate that the stereo signals associated with moving images are much weaker than those associated with static images. Stevenson et al. (1989) asked subjects to discriminate between a disparity gap (two planes with space separating them), and a filled surface equal in thickness to the disparity separating the planes. Their disparity gap thresholds ranged from 2 to 6 arcmin. Our static data for two planes are fairly consistent with these measurements of stereo resolution; observers were almost perfect at identifying the static test pattern when the noise was separated by 6 arcmin of disparity from the test pattern. On the other hand, our motion data indicate that the disparate noise planes are not well-resolved at any disparity. In fact, stereo resolution does not appear to explain the difference between the moving and static conditions. If the stereo resolution for motion were simply coarser, then the disparity separating target and noise planes would have to be larger to guarantee comparable detection. Instead the trajectory target is weakly detected when the noise is presented at any of the tested disparities. Moreover, the peak of the disparity tuning functions for motion is close to that of the static disparity tuning functions.
Perhaps the difference between the moving and static performance is due to another well-known property of the stereo system. Stereopsis has poor temporal resolution; oscillations in disparity are not resolved above about 6 Hz (Regan & Beverley, 1973; Richards, 1972; Tyler & Foley, 1975; Norcia & Stevenson, 1982; Tyler et al., 1992) . Harris & Watamaniuk (1996) found that speed discrimination for stereo-defined motion was quite poor and argued that there may be only one temporal channel serving the stereo system. If the single temporal channel has a sustained response to temporal inputs, poor temporal resolution is a predictable consequence. The results from Schor et al. (1984) indicated that fine scales in stereopsis were temporally "sustained"; it is likely that these fine scales are responsible for detecting the trajectory target.
Accordingly, the temporal characteristics of the stereo system may explain the results from the two-plane motion condition. The observers are responding as though there were more noise in the disparate moving planes than in the disparate static planes, despite comparable base-level performance in the 2D control condition. Consider the characteristics of the motion noise. Individual dots follow random paths across the 3.3 deg circular field; each dot spends little time in one location, and then hops to a new location. If the stereo system has a slow decay time (sustained), then the noise in the stereo domain looks something like the image generated on an oscilloscope with a slowly-decaying phosphor. Effectively, there are more noise dots in the stereo-defined planes than in the 2D control condition, where presumably both sustained and transient mechanisms respond to the noise. Of course, there doesn't appear to be more noise present in the stereo planes, because the observer has access to the crisp rapid signals generated by the transient 2D mechanisms. The problem here is that only the temporally sluggish stereo system can respond to disparity, thereby providing a substrate for discriminating the signal from the noise. So, the observer benefits from the difference in the disparities of the signal and noise, but the benefit is less than in the static condition.
If the transient motion signals do not provide adequate stimulation for the stereo system, stereo cannot contribute much to the segregation of moving signals, a conclusion supported by a recent study by . They introduced small breaks in a moving trajectory presented in motion noise. The broken trajectory was very hard to detect unless the breaks were covered by occluding strips, as though the target were moving behind a picket fence. Subsequent experiments showed that the occluding strips improved detection because they removed the noise that filled the breaks in the trajectory. Moving these noise strips to a different disparity did not improve detection of the broken trajectory; detection was as weak as when the noise was presented in the same plane as the signal. In a related study on the segmentation of moving signals by stereopsis, Hiris & Blake (1996) examined motion repulsion for two spatially intermingled sets of dots moving in different directions; the difference between similar directions appears expanded in such displays, as though the two directions were mutually repulsed. Hiris and Blake found that putting the two sets of moving dots at different disparities did not alter the repulsion effects substantially. Apparently, the different temporal requirements of stereo and motion processing means that there is only weak synergy between the two systems in disambiguating figure and ground. In short, stereopsis is only generally useful in breaking camouflage when both the observer and the scene are stationary.
